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Tareq Qassrawi
Sr. Manger | Digital Delivery
Tareq currently working as Sr. Digital Delivery Manger at The Red 
Sea Development Company In KSA, with 10+ years of extensive 
experience supporting and leading the implementation of digital 
delivery processes across The Red Sea’s projects, developing 
content, effectively leveraging emerging technologies and building 
company-wide support behind strategic improvement initiatives. 
This process includes CDE evaluation, BIM implementation 
(Processes & Softwares), and data management.

Prior to joining The Red Sea, Tareq worked with different 
consultants in the AEC field known for championing and instituting 
best practice standards saving tens of thousands hours in 
unnecessary or poorly timed investments in hardware, software, 
staff, and training.

Tareq graduated with a Bachelor's degree in Structural Engineering 
and so closed to obtain the MSc. degree in the same field.



Radu-Ionut Boeriu
Associate Partner / Architect BIM & 
Design System Manager
Radu Ionut Boeriu studied Architecture at the University of 
Architecture and Urbanism "Ion Mincu" in Bucharest graduating with 
distinction in 2009. While still in University, Radu started working for 
Epstein Architecture & Engineering, a global company with the 
headquarter in Chicago, but with several office around the world. He 
joined Foster + Partners in 2015 and brought with him a wealth 
experience including commercial, transportation, high-rise buildings, 
medical and industrial projects. He was made a BIM & Design 
System Manager (Technical) in 2017 and has been taking new 
challenges and engaged into a companywide BIM Strategy 
designed to put Foster + Partners in a global forefront position when 
it comes to BIM adoption, leading the effort around Standards, 
Methods and Procedures by working on a wide spectrum of studio’s 
and internal research projects.



Bettina Baggenstos
VDC | BIM | Sustainability
at Blumer Lehmann AG
Bettina is originally from Switzerland where she did her studies of 
Architecture at ETH Zurich. In her Masters at BFH she specialized 
in timber construction and worked part-time at Renggli International, 
a timber construction company.

After graduating Bettina took her job at Blumer Lehmann where she 
is working on several internal projects to further digitize the internal 
as well as external collaboration processes.

Passionate for sustainability, Bettina also established a system for 
quantifying the ecological impact of different options in the planning 
stage to assist a well-informed decision making for the clients.

As BIM manager in the Red Sea projects and other national and 
international projects, Bettina works closely with the clients and 
project managers to make sure the information can be exchanged 
as desired.
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After this class you will be able to...

Key Learning Objectives

Learn about deploying BIM 360 as an asset 
owner to work collaboratively and efficiently 
with all appointed consultants/contractors

Learn about digitally collaborating with 
consultants and contractors on achieving 

your goals for off-site manufacturing

Discover the best practice for 
the Interoperability between 
Revit, Rhino, and cad work.

Discover the critical QA/QC steps 
required to optimize the 

Interoperability.



Interoperability 
The ability of diverse systems (and organizations) to work together seamlessly without 
Data loss and without a special effort. Interoperability may refer to systems, processes, 
file formats, etc. Interoperability is not synonymous with openness.

https://bimdictionary.com/en/interoperability/1



1 Understand
The project circumstances

2 Plan
to implement the processes

3 Implement
centralized source of information

4 Execute
the requirements in the CapEx phase

Solution Approach - 4 Steps 



1 Understand
The project circumstances

2 Plan
to implement the processes

3 Implement
centralized source of information

4 Execute
the requirements in the CapEx phase

Step 1 - Understand



Capital Project
TeamProject

CDE

Appointed  
Consultants

Appointed 
Contractors

1 Procurement Strategy 
+3400 (Total Active users)

+500 (Clubhouse Project)



The Red Sea
Collaborating Partners 

1 Consultants Offices



Southern Dunes
Luxury - 76 Keys

Desert Rock
Hyper Luxury - 60 Keys

Shura Island
Luxury, Lifestyle & 

Premium - 2,565 Keys

Sheybarah Island
Hyper Luxury – 65 Keys

Ummahat
Island

Luxury - 90 Keys

Ummahat Islands 
Hyper Luxury - 82 Keys

Red Sea
International Airport

Inland sites and infrastructure

Islands to be developed

KSA

13

16
Hotels

3,000
Keys

~300,000
Visitors

1 Project 
location








Shura Island 



The clubhouse is the 
architecture landmark for the 
golf course, and it’s located on 
a prominent location where 
it’s visible from numerous 
hotels, the design is 
sympathetic to the 
environment and organic in 
form.

1 Project Brief





1 Understand
The project circumstances

2 Plan
to implement the processes

3 Implement
centralized source of information

4 Execute
the requirements in the CapEx phase

Step 2 - Plan

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now with the clear understanding of the project the maturity/clarify level of the requirements increased , due to the preve Which at the end the goal of this step to minimize the corrective action and instead in fact support taking more preventive action which I presume is always the goal so this was the most critical stage as we all aware the majority of the project failure due to lack f planning and mainly this happen with the corrective action toke over the preventive action. 



Digital Delivery Team, BIM Managers, GIS and Information Managers, 

have accomplished ISO-19650 certification.

BIM Requirements

2 Communication Protocols



Milestone Space for TRSDC

Milestone Submission Space by Consultants to TRSDC

Consultant’s Space for weekly sharing with other    
Consultants (Design Collaboration module space)

Consultants WIP Space

2 BIM 360 Setup
ISO-19650 Compliance 



1 Understand
The project circumstances

2 Plan
to implement the processes

3 Implement
centralized source of information

4 Execute
the requirements in the CapEx phase

Step 3 - Implement



3 BIM 360 Design Collaboration



3 BIM360’s Issues interface with Navisworks



3 Coordination Progress



200+ 10 1900

Data Shared
Total size of all 

deliverables from all 
consultants 

Shared Packages
Between all consultants 

utilizing the design 
collaboration module  

Team space
For each discipline in the 

collaboration module 

Coordination Issues
Assigned to the appointed 
consultants /contractors 

4T

3 BIM 360 utilization Statistics



1 Understand
The project circumstances

2 Plan
to implement the processes

3 Implement
centralized source of information

4 Execute
the requirements in the CapEx phase

Step 4 - Execute



GMS

Rhinoceros

Revit

Design Handover

4 Execution workflow  

GMS RhinocerosGrasshopper
Custom 
Plugin Revit

Geometry Preparation Geometry Translation

Design Phase

Custom Plugin

Grasshopper Rhinoceros Custom Plugin

Fabrication & Assembly Phase

Rhinoceros

ASM

Handover

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Form finding (The Challenges)



Used Software

 Autodesk Revit 2019
o BEAM – Plugin
o https://www.mksdtech.com/?gclid=CjwKCAjw3qGYBhBSEiwAcnTRLltC3hrn20x3TbiwW43aDFYk9Ktj5lOhI8

oGH_L0_0me8RFu5mOythoCZ0UQAvD_BwE

 Autodesk Navisworks Manage 2019
o Navisworks® Coordination Issues Add-In
o https://apps.autodesk.com/NAVIS/en/Detail/Index?id=5155805354033590972&appLang=en&os=Win64

 Rhino 7

 Cadwork 29
o RHINO.INSIDE CADWORK 3D (by cadwork)-Plugin
o https://www.food4rhino.com/en/app/rhinoinside-cadwork-3d

Execute

https://www.mksdtech.com/?gclid=CjwKCAjw3qGYBhBSEiwAcnTRLltC3hrn20x3TbiwW43aDFYk9Ktj5lOhI8oGH_L0_0me8RFu5mOythoCZ0UQAvD_BwE
https://apps.autodesk.com/NAVIS/en/Detail/Index?id=5155805354033590972&appLang=en&os=Win64
https://www.food4rhino.com/en/app/rhinoinside-cadwork-3d


Design - Sketching
Roof Evolution



The Concept Vision

TO REPLACE IMAGE:
1. Right-click image

2. Select Change Picture
3. Select From a File to choose an image

4. Credit image (if necessary) 

The Clubhouse is located in the middle of the 
island, which makes it one of the most 
perceptible building on Shura Island. The 
vision around the Clubhouse is in line with 
the overall Coral Bloom vision, which is 
tailored around creating a truly barefoot 
experience. 

Being the in heart of the Golf Course the 
Clubhouse is welcoming guest from every 
direction with is glass translucent façade 
over which the double curvature roof floats. 



 The initial design was not structurally 
possible. Several design iteration were 
studied to achieve the desired shape, but 
ultimately the shape had to go through 
several structural rationalization exercises.

 The structural rationalization focused on 
two aspects:
o The Surface – reduce the number of nodes 

whilst still maintaining the overall shape

o The Edge – maintain the edge as per the 
design intent

Structural Rationalization

Circumferential:18, Radial: 4 Circumferential:24, Radial: 4

Circumferential:16, Radial: 6 Circumferential:16, Radial: 8



Structural Rationalisation
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Build-up #1
Roof Construction

Expressed Glulam 
Timber Structure

100mm Structural 
Metal Decking



Build-up #2
Roof Construction

Timber Roof 
Rainscreen Cladding 

Single Ply Roof 
Membrane

210mm Rockwool 
Insulation

500mm Ceiling Zone
Timber Slatted ceiling 
on substructure

170mm Fixing Void 
Drainage Zone



Curved Glazing System + 
Timber Bi-fold Screens

2800mm

Curved Fixed 
Glazing
3400mm
At peak

Overhang
5800mm

8100mm
At peak

Timber Rainscreen 
Roof Cladding

Timber Glulam 
Structure

Timber Rainscreen 
Roof Cladding

Timber Glulam 
Structure

Structural Timber 
Bullnose



Timber Rainscreen 
Roof Cladding

Timber Framed Glazing 
+ Timber 

Bi-fold Screens

Structural Timber 
Bullnose

Basement

Slatted Timber 
Ceiling and MEP 

Zone

Timber Glulam 
Structure

Slatted Timber 
Soffit

Curved Fixed 
Glazing

Restaurant



GMS
Define the GMS

Explain the content of the GMS



Define the GMS

Geometry Method Statements are used to describe the 
forms of complex, non-rectangular or circular buildings. The 
geometry method statement is a way of communicating the 
design intent so that the geometry of relevant building 
elements can be described using the simplest possible series 
of steps, even for complex forms. This allows the local 
collaborating architect, contractors, fabricators or surveyors 
to produce the same geometry independent of what software 
is used. In a sense it is the design DNA. It takes the form of a 
method statement annotated with text and illustrated with 
diagrams and/or data tables, formulas or co-ordinates which 
clarify the design drawings.



Parts

Think about how this is going to be build. Understand the lowest denominator
Why are we doing this?

Columns

Soffit & Ceiling

Structure

Deck & Insulation

Upper Layer & Nosing



Dependencies

The diagram of geometry dependencies 
describes the relationships between the 
different chapters of the GMS. For example, if 
the geometry of a particular chapters changed, 
this diagram allows one to determine where 
this change will affect components in other 
chapters. The diagram also includes the 
identification of check points where a validation 
procedure should occur to ensure that the 
correct geometry has been determined before 
moving onto another chapter

What happens if I change something?



Origin

Define your origin, create your grid
Where does your world starts?



Main Curves - Petals 

The Edge Curve P1-GS-XX-EC-XX is the curve that 
defines the overall shape of the petal in plan. It is a 
5th degree NURBS periodic curve.

Cone + Edge



Main Curves - Structure 

Edge Beam

Circular Beam



Main Curves - Structure  
The diagrid centrelines for the main part 
of the roof are degree 3 NURBS curves, 
with control points and knot vectors

The diagrid centrelines for the central part of 
the roof are degree 5 NURBS curves, 
controlled by the respective control points



GMS
GMS Transcript



From Grasshopper to Rhino

GMS

Rhinoceros

Grasshopper

Custom 
Plugin

Revit



From Grasshopper to Rhino

GMS

Rhinoceros

Grasshopper

Custom 
Plugin

Revit



From Rhino to Revit

GMS

Rhinoceros

Grasshopper

Custom 
Plugin

Revit






QA/QC Processes 






Deliverables



Deliverables

RVT DWFx NWC

NWDIFC3DM



Fabrication

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Thanks Radu, I’ll now talk about how we make the vision come true



Realizing Visions

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Blumer Lehmann is one of the leading timber construction companies for complex timber structures world wide�In Gossau, Switzerland wood gets delivered in a log and leaves our production plant as prefabricated elements and modules for high quality buildings



Freeform Engineering
From surfaces to the single prefab pieces and finally to the desired structure

Master surface
(design input)

Master surface
(optimized by BL) Built result

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We build any kind of building, from temporary school buildings to concert halls, in Switzerland and around the world. However today we focus on our Freeform EngineeringHere a built example



Tender model of the Golf Clubhouse

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The usual desired exchange format by the client was Revit format, as it is a Revit based project. However: our BIM Software is Cadwork as CAD/CAM software for our timber manufacturing. Luckily, Cadwork has a Revit direct import plugin to directly import Revit files into Cadwork.



3D- BIM model at the heart of our processes

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is the case for all projects, whether they are BIM or not: internally we work with the 3D models on all projects and use metadata for our processes such as:- Lists and drawings for material sourcing- Nesting (trying to waste as little material as possible from the standard products)- Generate CAM data- Organize logistics (such as container planning in the case of the GCH)- Create plans for preassembly and assembly



Our mainly used Softwares: Rhino and Cadwork

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We use Cadwork because, since it’s specifically developed for timber prefabrication, it includes many optimized features. Cadwork is developped in Switzerland and we, from Blumer Lehmann, are working tightly together with the developers for testing new features and improving the software for the needs of timber construction.We can directly write machine data from the Cadwork models and get material lists out of it. Rhino is mainly used for freeform structures, as it enables us to code the complex geometries with grasshopper. This allows clear models as well as reliable production data for the TW-Mill, the machine, where the double curved beams get milled.Rhino inside Cadwork is a new feature, saves us ex- and importing, as we tend to work with both softwares. 



From Rhino and Grasshopper, to Cadwork, (back to Rhino) and onto the machines
Coding the geometry

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Left side: rhino model, right side grasshopper script, also called spaghetti monstersWe received the F+P model as Rhino Format, but rebuilt it to match the geometry in-house. The reason being: The F+P model was modeled with design purposes in mind. Our model is built with our production machines in mind and their possibilities. Taking a script of somebody else may also consume more time for understanding what’s really been done than to rebuild it directly from scratch and be 100% sure of it’s content. We need perfect data for the machines to achieve a smooth production. 



Every Detail is Modelled

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Every detail, even screws, are modelled. Here we see a close up of a steel-piece which connects on-site to the foundation. Here we look at the model in Cadwork, as some details are added in Cadwork. Also the 2D drawings are created in Cadwork, as well as IFC’s for further exchange of information with clients and other contractors for coordination.



The geometry is segmented into producible beams and the raw material is ordered
Material Procurement

Final geometry Segmentation and geometry of 
raw material to be ordered

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The final geometry is segmented into producible and transportable beam sizes. The necessary raw material is modelled and then ordered accordingly. All materials are ordered with lists generated from the 3D models



Raw Material

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The beams are ordered according to their geometry, here we can see the glulam production of a double curved beam. They have an approximate accuracy of +-5-10mm when they get delivered



Production on the TW-Mill

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
They are then milled on all sides for perfect geometry + accuracyHere we see the TW-Mill, one of our production machines. Most pieces of the GCH roof are milled on this machine, a 5 axis CNC machine with 3 milling heads, which is perfect for big pieces with complex geometry.



Production
Simulation of the G Code in Rhino for the TW-Mill

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The production data for the TW-Mill is created from Rhino and sent to the machine as G-CodeThe milling is simulated for proper timeplanning as well as positioning of the raw beamsHere we see the raw material and the final geometry which will come out of the CNC



Production

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is what it looks in real life, Inside the machine and out. (here is the production of the part of the edge-beam for the mock-up)



Handover: Prefabricated Timber Pieces

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our handover is at the Port in KSA, where the prefabricated pieces are delivered in shipping containers



Handover: As-Produced Models

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Along with the real-life timber pieces as well as connectors, we provide the complete models, including all the parameters. Some of the parameters are relevant for our internal production, others have been agreed with Red Sea, as part of the Handover.



Handover: 4D Simulation

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A 4D model for showing the order of assembly is also provided. Created in Navisworks with the ifc exported out of cadwork.






Handover: Assembly Manual

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Not yet done for GCH therefor here another example of what out manuals look likeThe assembly manual can be thought of an ikea assembly manual, just a bit biggerHaving talked about handover I’m going to handover to Tareq for talking about the assembly phase.



Assembly

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes




Coordination of Systems for Off-Site Manufacturing






Ummahat Island resort



Model Based - Assembly Drawings



Ummahat Island resort



Summary

Learn about deploying BIM 
360 as an asset owner to 
work collaboratively and 

efficiently with all appointed 
consultants/contractors

Learn about digitally 
collaborating with 

consultants and contractors 
on achieving your goals for 

off-site manufacturing

Discover the best practice 
for 

the Interoperability between 
Revit, Rhino, and cad work.

Discover the critical QA/QC 
steps required to optimize 

the Interoperability.



Thank you
Tareq Qassrawi Radu Boeriu Bettina Baggenstos

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Feel free to contact us via emails if you need further Put the QR code of the linkedIn
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